Dedications Made In Memory of Pets

Abby, Monique, Dave, Murph, Kate and Crosby
Lori and Bob Hastings

All fur babies we had to say goodbye to
John and Debra Fischbach

All My Pets
Lois Solinger

All My Pets
Shirley Weckwerth

Aunt Bea
Susan Clabo

Aunt Bea & Mojito
Julie Peters and Mark Zabee

Brandy
James and Kathleen Palmborg

Buddy
James and Janie Case

Buster Brown
Wille Household

Butterball & Lilly
Mark and Laurie Manoleff

Cailynn
Hannah Rasmussen

Canace Rockleah Bars & her mother,
Bonnie Bell Bars (American Quarter Horses)
Jennifer A. Johnson

Charlie
Dwayne and Cindy Dockendorf

Chewy, Jaxon, and Pugsley
Tom and Rose Siekkinen

Chubbs, Isis, Mei Ling and Junaid
Marv and Lana Felderman

Clementine “Pretty Lady”
Nancy and Larry Norton

Clyde Manks
Sharon Manks

Dakota & Trudy
Ginny Gapinski

DJ, Whiskers, Puddin’, Lucky, Amber, and Scotty
Cheryl Fawcett

Dot Dot
Irv and Jean Loftus

Earl, the clinic cat at Waite Park Veterinary Clinic
Bonnie Bush

Fawn & Dan’s beloved Spur
Jerry Kenning and Vicki Davis

Foxy, Emma and Kelly
Larry and Marilyn Grover

Freckles
Theresa and Jeff Pitts

Ginger, Shane, Lexi, Brit, and Lacy
Bob and Karen Ament

Hoagy & Monty
Darin & Michelle Orbeck

Harley (Princess Daisy)
Michelle, Marielle, Cindy and Mike and Mom

Homer
Loren and Renee Weinberg

Honey
Beth Sieben

Ike
Renee Dowsett

Jack & Watson
Patricia Skahan

Trish and Chuck Latterell

Jasper
Robert R. Barr

Jasper & Annabelle
Donna and Ray Kellerman

Katie Ergen
Regina Holland and Duane Ergen

Kitty and Mr. Cat
Sherry and Derek Telschow

Lacey
Darlene Tennant

Lena
Sara Grachek and Jim Mihalek

Lilly
Lauren Hoeschen

Lily Belle
Cheryl Ley and Richard Wittenman

Louie, Louis
Jane Roberts

Maggie
Kate Rolstad

Maggie & Ginger
Jeanne and Paul Friebe

Mau-Mau, my 19-year-old tomcat
Colleen Paul

Mau-Mau, my 19-year-old tomcat
Russell Reeve

Memphis Zeppelin
Carol Lien

Milah: a sweet girl
Sue Williams

Milo
Bruce and Joyce Solt

Misty
Wayne and Sue Stevens

Mr. Moose
Becky Bruyere

My Cats and Guinea Pigs
Autumn Gould

My Dogs
Marcene Finken

Natti, Toby, Brock and Winston
Dan and Cecilia Rathbun

Nikki & Gize
Jim and Joanne Schultz

Oscar Sauer
Craig Sauer

Peanut
Laura Vernier

Penn
Sharon and Pat Cairns

Pepper
Sharon Sundstrom

Precious & Pumpkin
Betty Kroll

Princess & Holly
Charles and Rosemary Jernberg

Rosie
Chuck and Kitty Haselkamp

Rufus
Terry Utter

Runtie
Krys Lahr

Sadie
Jim and Nadine Ferlaak

Sadie
Laura and Traf Ringspaugh

Memorials and honorariums are published in the issue nearest to the date received. Kennel sponsors are published in the May/June issue. Constant
**Dedications Made In Memory of People**

Amy Johnson  
Theresa H. Johnson

Carol Caspers  
LisaGambrino
Robert and Judy Scheuerell

Carol McNeal  
Cindi and Lyden Moe

Charlie Boike  
The Boike Family

Clare Hanson  
Clare Hanson Trust

Darlene Lauermann  
Sharon Lauermann

Debi Henry  
Mike Henry

Denise Doeden  
Kim Doeden-Vo

Dick Ley  
Rosie Leyk

Donna Gohman  
Beth Schramm

Ed Iken  
Mary Davis

Elaine Kaeter  
Kevin & Diane Gorder
Sharon Sable

Frank Carriar  
Kathryn Carriar

Gary Klein  
Nellie Klein

Gene Gohman  
Beth Schramm

H. M. Harding  
Mary Lou Olson

J. Weston Smith  
Tom and Mary Cress

Jake Jacobson  
Jo Senta

Jenny Latsch  
Brooke & Justin Dupont
Catherine Kaiser  
Consumer Directions
Dali Hartkopf

Jim Thieman  
Marilyn and Jane Thieman

John and Theresa Tschida  
Karen Tschida

John L. Wengler  
Beth Wengler

Julie Lemke  
Dean and Perry Lemke

June Domine  
Annette Jesh
Daniel Pearson  
David Popp
David Domine  
David Gruenes
Dr. Scott and  
Susan Palmer
Franklin  
Outdoor Advertising
Jacqueline

Rogan Household  
Janet & Barclay Carrier
Jeanne Dwyer
John and Cherie McDowall
Karen & Todd Zaun
Mary Beth Grant
Merry Mund
Michael Rueter
Nancy & Merton Hubbard
Steve and Mary Klick
Tyler Keller
Victoria Foss

Karen Loso  
Brouns, Asche,  
and Fluto families

Kathy Huben  
Barb Robinson
Judy and Rich Chirhart

Lena Wheeler  
Karen and Talleiv Vollen

Lewie Walker  
Patricia Walker

Lois Lange  
Ann Kisch

Lottie  
NC’s Doghouse

Lou Ann Jopp  
Carol Walz

Marilyn Lepinski  
Diane Sharpe
John and Gail Falconer
Lois Johnson
Mary Croat

Michael Lepinski  
Renetta and  
Scott Stainbrook

Mark Curtis  
Deb McCarl and  
Marilyn Skurdahl

Martin  
Beth Schramm

Megan Atkinson  
Keith Smith

Michael, Riley,  
Sheibe, and Alice
Shirley Mares

Michelle Peterson  
Anne Kollmeyer
Barb and Steve Bjorkland,
family friends
Bob Peterson
David and Joan Bender
Jeanine Sunsten
Mark Braun &  
Dianne Argir-Braun

Mike Schrader  
Catherine Sweeney
Cheryl Ley and Richard
Witterman
Lisa Slaikeu

Kimberly & Mark Marshall

My Deceased Family  
Marcene Finken

Nancy Anderson  
Beth Schramm

Nancy &  
Ralph Gundersen
Nancy Sturtevant

Nancy Gundersen  
Beth Schramm
Bill and Phyllis Lacroix
Evans and Carol Jones
Sandra Williams
Tracy Household

Pamela Lind  
David Broxmeyer

Paul Wentzloff  
Anonymous Donor
Scott and Jan Peterson

Paula Chirhart Rubald  
Leanne and  
Wayne Chirhart

Randy Schuh  
William Miller

Ray Dennis  
Beth Schramm

Richard Sauer  
Craig Sauer

Robert Nairn  
Beth Schramm

Shirley Straka  
Kimberly & Mark Marshall

Todd Case  
James and Janie Case

Tom Nahan  
Sheila Nahan

**Dedications Made In Honor of People**

Animal Fostering Parents  
Virginia and Neal Pearson

Betty Thell's birthday  
Greg Bisel

Brandi Canter's birthday  
Pat Canter

Claire Weber  
Jacqueline Martino

Cynthia Ryg  
Shirani Jayasuriya

Donell Ellingson  
Roger and Diane Rouch

Emily's Birthday  
June Doble and  
Emily Schlangen

Jan Hovda  
Duane Cekalla
and Susan Jensen-Cekalla

Kevin Thompson  
& Jenny Schorn's  
winter wedding
Barb & Mike Thompson
Dr. Deanna Quade
Noah MacMillan
Scott Thompson

Leslie Abraham's  
Birthday  
Jan Grunert

To make a donation in honor or memory of a  
loved one (human or pet), please contact TCHS  
Manager of Fund Development Emily Prodinsky  
at 320-252-0896, ext. 14. Dedications also can be  
made at www.tricountyhumanesociety.org/  
donate, or

Rebecca  
Benoit’s Birthday
Lana and Ron Nornberg

To Leslie Garfield & her  
family on the wedding of
their daughter Natalie to  
Jeffrey
Nan Morrison

Vicki Davis’ Retirement  
Theresa and Jeff Pitts

**PUT YOUR $ WHERE YOUR ♥ IS.** Support local!

866.439.4363
1010 W. St. Germain St
St. Cloud, MN 56301
FalconNational.com

Nancy & El Stocker - Proprietors
Dog & Cat Boarding
Hours: Monday—Saturday 8-6
Sunday 10-12 & 4-6

“A Special Place For Your Special Pet.”
NC’S DOGHOUSE
1692 Highway 23 East
St. Cloud, MN 56304
Office: (320) 253-7555

www.ncsdoghouse.com

WAITE PARK VETERINARY HOSPITAL
GLENN NIELSEN, DVM
37 South 2nd Avenue
Waite Park, MN 56387
Tele. (320) 253-1061